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For Immediate Release 

Atlanta Contemporary announces new 

season of signature program Movement 

Love  

 
Sunday, October 15 / 10:30am – 11:30am 

Sunday, December 10 / 10:30am – 11:30am 

Additional dates TBD in 2018 

ATLANTA—September 27– Atlanta Contemporary Art Center 

(Atlanta Contemporary) is pleased to announce a new season of 

signature program Movement Love.  

 

Atlanta Contemporary presents Movement Love, a yoga series that 

introduces movement programming alongside collaborating audio 

and visual artists. Installations and interactive media define curated 

classes that blend movement with live projection, music, film, 

therapeutic resources and conversation for community building. 

 

Participating artists include Okorie Johnson (OkCello), Iman Person, 

Powerkompany with many others pending. 

 

Admission is $10 

All money proceeds go to the instructor and participating artists. 

Tickets may be purchased at the Welcome Desk day of program.  

 

About Maggie Benoit 

Benoit’s objective is to produce enriching experiences that bolster the 

arts alongside entrepreneurial efforts in Atlanta. Her focus is to 

strengthen a community driven network, a conversation, a 

connection to resources and a place for beings to express 

constructively. This way the individual and community grow by 

staying curious, asking questions, creating solutions, as well as 

learning constructs of both personal and social space. The question 
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arises, “how does one define the ability to connect the intimately 

personal to another tangibly?” Such an expression means finding love 

for self, love for another, love for something that holds meaning. 

Sharing said experience defines a landscape of varied media through 

intentional integration of work and life. 

 

About Atlanta Contemporary 

Atlanta Contemporary engages the public through the creation, 

presentation and advancement of contemporary art. Founded in 1973 

as Nexus, a grassroots artists’ cooperative, Atlanta Contemporary has 

since become one of the southeast’s leading contemporary art 

centers. We play a vital role in Atlanta’s cultural landscape by 

presenting six–10 exhibitions within four seasonal cycles each year, 

featuring consequential artists from the local, national, and 

international art scenes. We are one of the few local institutions that 

commissions new works by artists, paying particular attention to 

artists of note who have not had a significant exhibition in the 

Southeast. We organize 50+ diverse educational offerings annually, 

unrivaled by other local organizations of our size. We are the only 

local organization to provide on-site subsidized studio space to 

working artists through our Studio Artist Program, removing cost as a 

barrier to the creative process. Visit atlantacontemporary.org to learn 

more.  

 

All press inquiries, contact:  

Veronica Kessenich, Executive Director 

veronica@atlantacontemporary.org 
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